
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From: 
To: Joseph P. Filippi 
Subject: Vaccinations for college students  
Date: Sunday, August 22, 2021 5:40:27 PM 

I am writing to adamantly oppose mandating vaccinations for Nevada college students or any 
other students in our state for the following reasons: 

This is clearly a violation of their Constitutional rights; 
It is a  violation of the Nuremberg Code; 
It is in conflict with the results of the Covid-19 and Delta spread; 
The vaccines have not been proven, no matter if the FDA approves the Pfizer vaccine as 
it has been proven to cause neurodegenerative disease, and is that what we want to 
inflict on our young people; 
It is those who have been vaccinated who are now spreading the virus due to the 
reaction after approximately 5-6 months; 
The vaccines are causing death - more than the total deaths from vaccines for the last 30 
years; 
The vaccines are causing debilitating injuries causing permanent disabilities in many, 
heart inflammation in young men; miscarriages in women in their first two trimesters; 
Many have had Cofid, so they have natural immunity and the vaccine could cause major 
issues; 
There are proven safe and effective treatment protocols (ivermectin and 
hydrochloroquon) and the rejection of these drugs have caused hundreds of thousands of 
deaths that could have been prevented, but for making the drug companies billions in 
profits; and they have saved tens of thousands where the CDC, Fauci, big media do not 
quash their use. 
The vaccines are as low as 39% effective (Pfizer) and yet cause major side effective. 

The effective protocols are to treat those in the high risk groups - elderly with health 
conditions, for example; get rid of masking as it does not work, except to prove to the people 
that the government can mandate. 

The variants will continue spreading out of control unless the vaccinations stop, as it is the 
vaccinations that are causing the variants to develop. Please begin to listen to all the expert 
doctors on the outcomes of these "vaccinations" that have not been adequately tested, yet are 
now going to be used on young people, who have already died taking the vaccines. And for 
God's sake do not try to force it onto young children either. 

Jeannette R. Wiley 


